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Principal's Comments
Tena koutou katoa – Greetings to you all

Organisational Matters
2022 Class Structure
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

1
2
3
4
7
6
5

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

New entrants and Year 1
Years 2/3
Year 3/4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8

There are some vacancies available:
2 spaces in Year 4
2 spaces in Year 5
1 space in Year 7
2 spaces in Year 8
If you know of a family who may be interested, please
let them know.

Stationery
At the end of the year we will give each girl a copy
of the 2022 stationery list for her class. Mrs Roberts
will also put it on our website, under Information
for Parents. This means that you don’t need to
worry about misplacing it. Stationery can be
purchased online through Office Max. You will
receive a pamphlet with instructions on how to do
this.

Last Day for 2021
The last day
December.

for

the

girls

is

Tuesday

14th

First Day for 2022
School starts for the girls at 8.40am on Wednesday
2nd February 2022.

Accounts
Thank you for ensuring all outstanding accounts
are paid before the end of the term.

Deputy Principal Position

Have a lovely weekend.

This has been advertised but hasn’t closed yet. As
soon as we make an appointment, we will let you
know who it will be.

Brenda Mackay
Principal
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Coming Events
TERM 3
November
16th
17th
19th
22nd
26th
29th

December
2nd

6th

Speech Exams [Yr 5]
Speech Exams [Yr 4]
BoP Meeting [7.00pm]
Speech Exams [Yr 3]
Lego Day
Work and Sports Stripes Awarded
Disco [6.00 - 8.00 pm]

2022 House Captains and Deputies
announced
BoT Meeting [5.30pm]
Tabloids

December [continued]
8th
Christmas Service Practice
Dance Sharing
9th
Christmas Service
10th
Bonus Points Trophies presented
Father / Daughter Netball
13th
Prizegiving Practice
14th
Prizegiving
Year 8 Leavers' Ceremony

Events may be subject to change due to
Covid-19 restrictions

Awards
Congratulations to the following girls who have received awards recently

Room 1

Lara Preininger, Aoife Gordon,
Eleanor Anstice-Shirley

Room 5

Anyia Hamilton, Riley Morrison,
Ava Skeggs, Emmerson Dickson

Room 2

Rosie Laughton, Leah Hamilton,
Sophia Lillo-Dockerty, Courtney Mackie

Room 6

Charlee O'Connor, Lily Hillman

Room 3

Mia Steiner, Emma Visser, Sophie Crosbie,
Summer Behl, Isla Patterson

Room 7

Ana Packham, Olivia Gibson,
Nieve Peddie, Sophie Baron

Room 4

Amber Behl, Sofia Peters, Liliana Clinckett,
Sophie Warbrick-Smith, Leah McEwan

Values
Cup

Holly Scarlett
Mackenzie Brown

[Room 6]
[Room 1]
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Art

When the Room 4 girls found out they were going to draw a picture of a dancer, they were quite overwhelmed. "I
can't draw that". "Where would I even start?". With step by step guidance, they started to become quite surprised
how they were coming together. They have been learning how to draw to scale, by using our pencil to measure
and transferring the measurement to the drawing. [There was no tracing involved].
joints to understand the human form to be able to add tones.

Room 4

risks, the girls surprised themselves with their abilities.

We talked about muscles and

With perseverance, good listening skills and taking
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Prep

Room 5

What an incredible success PrEP was in Room 5. We had a wonderful time on Market Day and we are very thankful to the girls
and parents who supported our businesses! We learnt a lot about design, production costs, profit and loss, marketing and let's
not forget the actual making of all our products! Most of the businesses in our class made a profit, one company, in particular,
making a heap of money! The most important part of PrEP is learning about financial literacy. Budgeting is an essential skill for
young people like us and we have learnt about it in such an authentic way. Our teams worked so well together and even though
we had some stressful moments and the odd meltdown, we are very proud of what we produced!
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Custom
'n'
Co's
Prep
Our PrEP group was called Custom 'n' Co. We created a business selling name plaques, magnets and quotes using

Meg

Nicola, Luca and Molly

Wooden Treasures
eelrahC dna evilO ,ailemE ,adlitaM

Room 6

natural wood. We are proud of how well our business went making $277.00.
Some of our customers' comments were:
"The final product was above expectation and was very well made. I would definitely buy it again."
"Great quality and the paint was exceptionally well done! Overall a great product."
Some things we learnt from PrEP was that running a business wasn't as easy as it seems. We also had to face a lot of
challenges along the way. We learnt how to really sell yourself and your business and how to use an edge burner. We
also learnt how to work really well to create a business.

Our group was successful with selling 42 products out of 49 products. We were extremely proud to make a profit. Our group
worked together with ease, which helped with the outcome of our products. Our stall was eye-catching, as lots of people came even
if it was for a browse. The Naughts and Crosses were certainly a big hit for the adults as they were all sold out before Market Day
had begun.
Of course there is always room for improvement. In the future we will start varnishing much earlier. As a result some buyers didn't
buy our products as they were sticky because the varnish wasn't quite dry. We also learnt to allow the wood to dry for a few more
days so it doesn't have moisture in it.
We are very pleased with the outcome of our venture. To those who have bought our products, we hope you enjoy them.
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Room 6 cont.

Oamaru Stone

Lucy, Amy, Holly, Ella and Olivia

We sold over half of our products and we made
quite a lot of profit considering it was our first
time sculpting. The majority of the things we
sold were hearts, which turned out to be the
best quality. Our customers thought they
were very nice and that it was very well done.
We learnt that you have to really consider what
people want and what prices they would buy
our products at, and how to sculpt with chisels.
We had to learn how to smooth it down and
make it look appealing. We also learnt how to
handle finance, but it is definitely 100x harder
in real life with taxes and bills.
Some of our highlights were that we sold over
half our products, and they were a big hit with
the adults; and we really enjoyed selling them.
We think that it was not as appealing to the
younger kids, but overall we think we worked
really well together as a team. All in all, PrEP
was a really good learning experience.

Coco Loco

We are very pleased with our business and
how we sold out. Our menu was our biggest
audience attraction and we shouted "Hot
chocolate bombs" and "Coco Loco hot
chocolate". When we talked to our customers
they said "The mint was above their
expectations". We sold out when the parents
came and we think we appealed to them more
than the kids as the adults really wanted to try
our product.
One thing we learned was that we need to talk
more as a team and it's okay to disagree, as
long as we compromise. We also leaned that
we may have needed to advertise a bit more
and we could have used our time a little better
to produce our product.
We had a lot of trial and error, and it took us a
while to figure out the recipe. But, in the end
we were very proud of what we produced and
overall we really enjoyed our PrEP experience.
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Room 6 cont.

blooming
boutique

At Blooming Boutique we were very
pleased with how our products sold,
especially the Gumboot Gardens [they
sold out!].
While doing PrEP we learnt how hard it is to
run a business and sometimes how hard it
can be to work as a team.
If we do PrEP again, there would definitely
be things we would tweak. We think we
would plant our seeds earlier, and we
would plant them individually.
One of the highlights was definitely selling
all of our products, and then seeing the
girls running around with them. This made
us smile and we were proud of our
achievement.

Olivia, Harlow, Sienna, Lilly
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market
day
[prep]
We celebrated the end of our inquiry learning with PrEP earlier this term. It was wonderful to see how the

Room 7

girls worked together to create quality products for their business enterprises.
Effective collaboration was a key skill focus of this inquiry and the girls developed their communication,
listening and negotiation skills.
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technology
This term we have started to explore the world of micro:bits. A micro:bit is a pocket-sized computer that

Room 7 cont.

introduces the user to how software and hardware work together. It has an LED light display, buttons,
sensors, and many input/output features that, when programmed, opens a world of possibilities. This
has been an immersive learning experience for the girls [and their teachers!] with plenty of opportunities
to develop their problem-solving skills. The girls have created dice, a rock, paper, scissors game, and a
message display on their micro:bits. We are looking forward to creating compasses and pedometers
later in the term.

Writing
For writing, we have been learning how to write explanations. We have been creating simple machines

and writing about how they work. We will use this learning to create our design thinking innovations later
this term.
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